Abstract: investigation on the object reported by SIMBAD database as V683 Cas shows that this variable star corresponds to the eclipsing binary system GSC 03699-00091 (also identified as NSVS 1850718). The results of the photometric observations of the stars nearby to the position indicated for V683 Cas are reported.
Introduction
This report describes our investigations and photometric observations performed on V683 Cas, that is part of a group of variable stars under investigation at the INAF-Astrophysical Observatory of Torino (OATo). The object is reported as M303 and identified as an irregular variable star in the original study, the IBVS 3573 (Gasperoni 1991). The current identification of the variable star is defined in the IBVS 3840 (Kazarovets 1993) . This study revisits the original data of IBVS 3573, provides results of the photometric observations carried on at Loiano Astronomical Observatory and assesses data available from ASAS-SN database relevant to V683 Cas.
Original data
At the beginning of our investigations (October 2017) , as shown in Figure 1 , the position of V683 Cas shown by SIMBAD database did not match with any visible star. Two different variable stars, separated by around 1҆ , were indicated at the following coordinates:  V683 Cas: R.A. = 02h 39m 03.0s, Dec. = +59° 43҆ 54҆ ҆ (J2000).  NSVS 1850718 alias GSC 03699-00091 or 2MASS J02390088+5942550: R.A. = 02h 39m 00.887s, Dec. = +59° 42҆ 55.00҆ ҆ (J2000). The coordinates of V683 Cas are those indicated in the original study (R.A. = 02h 35m 17s, Dec. = +59° 31҆ ) transformed to J2000 epoch, while the coordinates of 2MASS J02390088+5942550҆ are derived from NSVS database. In order to get more more information for our analysis on V683 Cas, we analyzed the original photographic plates (Figure 2 and 3) and photometric data (Appendix 1) which were provided by courtesy of R. Nesci. Figures 2 and 3 show the variable star M303 (V683 Cas) labelled as ´6´ or ´6B´ respectively, together with the red variable star GP Cas and the comparison stars used for the photometry data reported in Appendix 1. The photographic plates in the blue band are 103aO, with or without GG13 filter, whilst the ones in the infrared are Kodak I-N plus RG5 filter. To a first approximation, the magnitudes, shown in Appendix 1, are comparable to the B and I c magnitudes of the Johnson-Cousins photometric standard system. The associated error is assumed to be ±0.1 m . From the comparison of the original photographic plates with Figure 1 we found that the star identified with 6 or 6B corresponds to the star GSC 03699-00091 (also identified as NSVS 1850718 or 2MASS J02390088+5942550). The mismatch in the coordinates is due to two different reasons:
1. The original M303 coordinates are provided with an error of 1҆ . 2. The SIMBAD database was referring to two different sources of data, when reporting the position of the two objects.
Previously to this report, the GSC 03699-00091 star was studied at OATo and shows a typical W UMa eclipsing binary light curve (Pettiti et al. in preparation) ; its light curve is shown in To check the presence of other possible variable stars nearby the position that SIMBAD was indicating for the object V683 Cas, we performed photometric observations of the following stars: A. GSC 2.3 NAWK022826, Gaia DR1 464387841323087232 (R.A.=02h 39m 02.4639s, Dec. = +59° 43҆ 48.908҆ ҆ ), J2000. B. GSC 2.3 NAWK000139, Gaia DR1 464387841322326272 (R.A.=02h 39m 01.7460s, Dec. = +59° 43҆ 52.058҆ ҆ ), J2000. The number of observations and length of exposures in each filter is shown in Table 2 . Data of the comparison star and check star are reported in Table 3 . A finding chart with the identification of the stars is in Figure 6 . 
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Data analysis
For all images, Dark and Flat Field corrections were applied and aperture differential photometry was performed using the software AstroArt 5.0. We used the basic equation to obtain standard magnitudes from instrumental magnitudes in the form (for filter V) shown in Eq. 1:
• Δv is the instrumental magnitude of the variable minus the instrumental magnitude of the comparison star; • V comp is the V-magnitude of the comparison star defined in Table 3; • T v is the transformation coefficient defined in Table 4; • Δ(B-V) is the difference between the standard color of the variable and the standard color of the comparison star, computed using the formula: Observed data falling outside the range of ±3σ from the mean values have not been taken into account in the data analysis. The observed C-K magnitudes between the comparison and the check stars do not show significant trends or discontinuities and the error associated to the transformed standard magnitudes is dominated by the uncertainty of the comparison star.
Results
From our investigation on variable star M303 of IBVS 3573, we found that V683 Cas, labelled as a suspected irregular variable star, corresponds to eclipsing binary system GSC 03699-00091 (also identified as NSVS 1850718 or 2MASS J02390088+5942550).
To confirm this conclusion we analyzed photometric data of the stars Gaia DR1 464387841323087232 and Gaia DR1 464387841322326272, that are the stars closest to the original coordinates indicated for V683 Cas. We did not find short or long term variability for these stars. For the short term analyses we used the observations performed to Loiano site, while for the long term analyses we utilized the data downloaded from ASAS-SN database. The search was carried out using the version 2.51 of the light curve and period analysis software PERANSO (Paunzen, E., Vanmunster, T. 2016). The light curve of both stars in V filter is shown in Figures 7 and 8 .
The mean values of the observed B, V, R c , I c magnitudes and of the color indexes B-V, V-R c , V-I c are summarized in Table 5 . The infrared photometric characteristics of the two stars derived from the SIMBAD astronomical database (Cutri et al. 2003) are reported in Table 6 . The color indexes V-J, V-H and V-K are calculated using the V mean values of 
